Linas Classic DREAM CATCHER
The secret of catching the sweetest dreams is right under our
newest minimalistic bedroom collection‘s covers. Amazingly soft
feeling obtained with our latest technologies is promising a good
night dream and the colour pallet of this collection equals
wonderfully decorated bedroom.

Rustic

Pillow case
Size: 65x65
610983PO-BR
or
Size: 50x70
611394PO-BR

Mustard

Ocean

Ivory

Blue

Linas Classic DREAM CATCHER
Duvet cover
Size: 140x200

604927PO-BR
or

Size: 200x200
604922PO-BR

Ivory

Blue

Ocean

Rustic

Mustard

Linas Classic DUNE
Dune collection is like the wind – sometimes strong as hurricane and
sometimes completely calm. Creating unique look this collection is
considered to be the most dynamic of all. From calm earthy colours to
classic check design; choose how strong your inner wind is today.

Tablecloth
Size: 140X180
501828PO-BR
or

Size: 140x250
516460PO-BR

Ivory

Water blue

Dark brown

Pink

Gold

Linas Classic DUNE
Napkin set (4 pcs)
Size: 44x44
510800PO-BR-4

Ivory

Water blue

Dark brown

Pink

Gold

Runners
Size: 54x140
518996BR des. 8891

Red

Green

Blue

Linas MODern BUBBLES
Inspired by Lithuanian gold - amber, Bubbles collection will fulfil your
home with calm amber colours and sun-like glow. Thoroughly selected,
especially light and delicate fabrics holds the idea of perfectly set dining
room.

Tablecloth
Size: 135x175

501832PO-BR des. 256/4

Napkin set (4 pcs.)

Runner

Size: 43x43

Size: 50x140

510811PO-BR-4 des. 256/4

518826BR des. 8106

Linas MODern REVIVAL
When the world goes crazy about ecology – Revival collection steps
forward. Made only from what is natural and what has been raised for a
new life, this collection is #1 and is not planning to give up. Composition of
flax and recovered yarns will bring a special aura to your home .

Throw
Size: 136x180
602724BR des.7804

Aqua

Rose

Amber

Cushion cover
Size: 44x44
611687BR des.7804

Aqua

Rose

Amber

Linas Exclusive HARMONY
Harmony itself includes many different feelings; therefore, this collection
was called this way. Country styled large checks mixed with diamond design
pillow cases and throws can be perfect choice when adding some colours
to any interior. Linen/wool blended throws made from natural shades will
not only decorated but also keep you warm with softest feeling.

Throw with wool
Size: 125x190
602935BR des.7265

Blue

Pink

Brown

Pillow case
Size: 65x65
611941BR des.8926

Throw
Size: 145x180
602890BR des.8872

Linas MODern URBAN
Design meets durability with the launch of our Urban Collection - a new
line of home textile tendered for interior. Modern colors mixed with new
technology let us produce unique waffle design throws and vintage wash out
pillow cases. The Urban Collection is not about compromise; it is about
getting exactly what you want.

Throw
Size: 123x185

602709BR des.8282

Blue

Orange

Brown

Royal

Cushion cover
Size: 44x44
611621BR des.7695

Blue

Brown

Orange

Royal

Linas Exclusive ORIGAMI
Inspired by origami motives our designers created new woven jacquard
which gets delicate 3D effect after washing. Linen throws made from this
fabric will add a unique texture to interior and will be ideal if you want to
add some accents to Asian interior decorating or spruce up traditional
room decor.

Throw
Size: 130x185

602720BR des.8542

Cherry

Chocolate

Cushion cover
Size: 45x45
611716BR des.8542

Chocolate

Cherry

Linas Classic STRIPE MOOD
Take the mood of stripes with you in the kitchen! Newest collection of
kitchen towels and aprons are all you need to keep tasty atmosphere while
cooking. Classic brown/chocolate stripes design; linen towels perfectly
absorbing water; aprons that are easy to wear – your mood is all set up for
cooking!

Towel set (2 pcs)
Size: 44x70
404639-2BR des.8924/8450

Apron

Apron

Size: 95x80

Size: 95x80

705724BR
des.8450

705724BR
des.8924
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